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Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
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Affiliation Considerations

1)  Environmental Drivers:  
Market demands in the health care system are driving consolidation; carriers are aggressively 
pursuing quantum improvements in technologies and capabilities through strategic acquisitions. 
BCBSD’s competitors are now all large, national conglomerates with significant resources, which 
pose a real threat to small, unaffiliated companies.

2)  Capabilities Gaps:
With the support of industry experts, BCBSD performed a comprehensive assessment of the 
capabilities required to remain competitive. The study concluded that gaps in BCBSD capabilities 
will require a bold new strategic direction for the company to continue to be successful. 

CONFIDENTIAL

will require a bold new strategic direction for the company to continue to be successful. 

3)  Experience:
Direct experience as an affiliate of the CareFirst organization has provided real evidence of the value 
to our constituents of being part of a larger Blue organization. In addition, our current experience in 
the Delaware marketplace clearly demonstrates the challenges associated with operating as a small, 
independent health plan.

4)  Health Care Reform:
The passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in March of this year has 
fundamentally altered the health care industry and imposes unprecedented new requirements on 
health care plans. Small, independent plans are unlikely to have the breadth and depth of human and 
financial capital to engineer the make-over required to survive in this new environment. 
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1) Environmental Drivers
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Environmental Drivers 

• There has been significant consolidation of health plans throughout the industry, 
resulting in a few very large companies dominating the marketplace.

• Although BCBSD remains the local market leader, these large, consolidated health 
plans have a number of advantages that could potentially erode BCBSD’s position:

• Ability to conduct business with lower administrative cost ratios (economies of scale)

• Resources needed to acquire and develop new products and services demanded by the 
marketplace

CONFIDENTIAL

marketplace

• Resources needed to acquire leading edge technologies

• Resources to acquire specialty companies to bring added value to the marketplace

• Financial depth and breadth to withstand market and economic volatility

• Resources required to meet HIPAA 5010, ICD-10 and other federal mandates

• Human and financial capital needed to respond to health care reform

• This shift in the competitive landscape is putting mounting pressure on small, 
independent health plans.
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Specialty Company Acquisitions 

• In addition to consolidating through acquisition, the large commercial carriers 
are expanding capabilities through the acquisition of specialty companies.  

• Carriers are integrating these specialized capabilities (technology, informatics, 
clinical expertise, ancillary programs, etc.) into their core programs to create a 
greater value proposition for clients. Examples include:

• Aetna: Active Health Management (wellness programs), Broadspire (disability carrier), Strategic 
Resources Co. (specialty products for part-time and hourly employees)
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Resources Co. (specialty products for part-time and hourly employees)

• United: Ingenix (informatics and technology), Definity Health (consumer products and services), 
Golden Rule (senior products)

• Cigna: Star HRG (specialty products for part-time and hourly employees), ChoiceLinx (consumer 
products and services)

• Coventry: First Health (third-party administrator and workers compensation), Concentra 
(workers compensation)

• Given its size, BCBSD is not in a position to expand or enhance its capabilities 
through acquisitions.
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Competitive Landscape 

• BCBSD’s local competitors are all large, 
national companies that have grown through 
acquisition and consolidation.

• Coventry, the smallest of these competitors, 
is still more than 12 times larger than 
BCBSD.

• United Health Care, the largest of these 
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• United Health Care, the largest of these 
competitors, is nearly 80 times larger than 
BCBSD.

• These companies have access to 
considerably more resources to invest in 
technology, products and services.

• Given the size of our market (Delaware), 
BCBSD cannot realize the economies of 
scale on its own.
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Scale Impact on Administrative Costs
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2) Capabilities Gaps
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Capabilities Gaps

• In 2003, while an affiliate of CareFirst, BCBSD engaged industry consultant, 
Deloitte, to assess the company’s business capabilities in the context of 
current and future market needs:

• BCBSD invested in many capabilities improvements recommended by the study; however, the 
disaffiliation from CareFirst limited our ability to make further improvements.

• In 2008, BCBSD engaged Deloitte to update its assessment of the company’s 
capabilities:

• The study concluded BCBSD, as an independent company, would need to invest up to $130 
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• The study concluded BCBSD, as an independent company, would need to invest up to $130 
million in capabilities improvements over the next 3 - 5 years to maintain its leading market 
position.

• Most of the capabilities gaps are in technology and other modernization of information systems.

• In 2010, BCBSD engaged Deloitte to update their assessment to consider 
Health Care Reform and the HIPAA 5010 and ICD-10 federal mandates:

• The study concluded that BCBSD, as an independent company, would need to invest $90 to 
$140 million over the next 3 – 5 years to remain competitive and to meet government mandates.

• Making the investments to meet the requirements of Health Care Reform and ICD-10 is 
particularly urgent as deadlines are approaching quickly.
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Impact of Capabilities Gaps

Key gaps in capabilities include:

CONFIDENTIAL
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Summary of Capabilities Challenges

• Investments in the range of $90 to $140 million over the next 3 - 5 years would be 
required to address these capabilities gaps; however, 

• Even given BCBSD’s relatively strong capital reserve position, the amount of the 
required investment exceeds the company’s means.

The investment 
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The investment 
required to meet 
capabilities 
needs would 
substantially 
consume 
BCBSD claims 
reserves.

high/low 
range of 
estimate

• Further, BCBSD lacks the human capital that larger companies possess to 
implement a massive upgrade in capabilities over a short period of time.
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3) Experience
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Experience

• BCBSD was in an affiliation with CareFirst from 2000 through 2006. During  
that time, the company achieved significant improvements in:

• Enrollment growth

• Administrative costs 

• Underwriting gain / loss

• Claims reserves

• Following disaffiliation, BCBSD performance has declined:
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• Following disaffiliation, BCBSD performance has declined:

• Enrollment has declined  over the last alone.

• Administrative costs are increasing (see slide 16).

• Financial performance has declined (see slide 17).

• Overall reserves have fallen.  BCBSD’s Risk Based Capital (RBC) ratio was over 1100% at 
the end of its affiliation with CareFirst.  By 2008, the RBC declined to 730%.  Although 
BCBSD’s RBC is projected to increase to 950% as of 12/31/2010, it is subject to volatility 
due to changes in investment markets and BCBSD’s small size.  Investments BCBSD would 
need to make as a stand-alone company in required upgrades would substantially consume 
the company’s reserves.
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Administrative Costs

• Prior to the affiliation with CareFirst, 
BCBSD’s administrative costs 
consistently exceeded  

• During the affiliation, administrative 
costs dropped substantially to an 
average of 
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average of 

• Following the disaffiliation, 
administrative costs are rising again 
as BCBSD has lost economies of 
scale and has had to replace 
administrative structure that was 
provided by CareFirst. 

Administrative costs are projected to 
be  in 2010 and will 
increase further in 2011.
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Underwriting Gain / Loss

• A steady string of years with underwriting losses, prior to affiliation 
with CareFirst, were replaced by years of strong underwriting gains.

• Following the disaffiliation, financial performance has declined 
significantly, with underwriting losses in 2008 and 2009.  The 
projection for 2011 is for breakeven.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Pressures Impacting BCBSD and the Community

The examples below illustrate the real-world consequences and challenges
BCBSD faces as a small, independent carrier competing in an industry
dominated by much larger companies:

• BCBSD does not have the resources to develop and deliver Medicaid, Medicare 
Advantage or Medicare Part D programs for Delaware citizens.

Example: In the past two State Medicaid RFP bids, BCBSD has brought in 
third parties to provide proposals. In both cases, the bids were not accepted.
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third parties to provide proposals. In both cases, the bids were not accepted.

• To retain existing business, BCBSD has been forced to lower its administrative fees.  
While BCBSD’s administrative fees cover its variable costs, they are not adequate 
to absorb all of BCBSD’s fixed costs.

• BCBSD is vulnerable to losing accounts to large competitors able to invest hundreds of 
millions of dollars in consumer directed health care and other new products and 
services.
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4) Health Care Reform
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Health Care Reform

In March, 2010, President Obama signed into law the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA). The new law has profound effects on the health
care industry, including:

• Complete redesign of all products to become compliant with the law; some of these 
changes take effect immediately, while others are phased-in over the next four years

• Strict limits on medical loss ratios, new rate filings and approval requirements, and 
greatly expanded regulatory oversight at both the state and federal levels
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• Major pricing implications, including guaranteed issue, elimination of pre-existing 
condition exclusions, coverage of adult children to age 26, and mandated community 
rating with significant rate compression

• New taxes and fees on carriers and others within the industry

• Complete overhaul in product distribution, with the creation of state-based insurance 
purchasing exchanges

• New individual subsidies and penalties, and new small employer tax credits and large 
employer coverage mandates

• Massive expansion of Medicaid, major changes in Medicare

• And others
19



Reform Impact on Carriers

To become compliant with the new law, and to successfully compete under
these new rules, carriers will be required to invest in a major re-engineering 
of their business, including:

• All new products

• All new rating and underwriting methodologies

• Expanded regulatory compliance capabilities (new reporting and oversight mandates)

• All new sales and marketing strategies and capabilities
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• All new sales and marketing strategies and capabilities

• Significant system enhancements to meet federal requirements

The quantification of these investment costs is yet to be established but will be
significant:

• Detailed regulations are still forthcoming from the Administration; final investment 
projections will be made once all regulations are published

• The depth and breadth of changes clearly indicate that the investment required will 
be of a considerable magnitude
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Reform Impact on BCBSD

As one of the smallest health carriers in the nation, BCBSD is 
particularly vulnerable to this major and immediate shift in the 
health care business:

• BCBSD does not posses the human capital required to quickly re-engineer its 
core business to meet the immediate requirements and opportunities that 
health care reform presents.
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• BCBSD does not possess the financial resources required to overhaul major 
business systems and strategies to meet these new requirements and 
opportunities.

• The passage of health care reform, with its immediate and sweeping 
implications, heightens the urgency for BCBSD to affiliate swiftly with a larger 
Blue plan that can provide the human and financial resources required to 
assure BCBSD’s continued position as the leading carrier serving the citizens 
and businesses of Delaware.
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Conclusions
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• Competitor consolidation has changed the landscape of the health care 
industry, resulting in a few very large and dominant carriers that are driving 
a new standard in administrative cost efficiency and sophistication of 
products and services.

• As an affiliated company, BCBSD enjoyed significant advantages in its 
cost structure and financial stability. As a small, independent company, 
however, BCBSD has seen its ability to compete and continue to thrive 

Conclusions
CONFIDENTIAL

however, BCBSD has seen its ability to compete and continue to thrive 
diminish.

• The passage of health care reform and the HIPAA 5010 and ICD-10 
mandates require a comprehensive overhaul of current systems and 
capabilities that is beyond the scope of BCBSD’s resources.
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Process for Assessing Options

Upon disaffiliation from CareFirst, BCBSD’s management and Board of 
Directors established the following process for addressing the challenge of 
maintaining BCBSD’s strength and stability over the long-term:

• Redefined BCBSD’s Mission and Vision as an independent company

• Conducted an assessment of the global societal and business trends 
affecting the industry and their impact on BCBSD

CONFIDENTIAL

• Established requirements for success, including the attributes necessary 
for a successful affiliation

• Conducted a thorough evaluation of potential partners
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• Proven history of successful affiliations and systems migrations

• Low-cost structure/economies of scale; access to capital/strong financial position

• Strong data analytics to advance strategies that lower health care costs

• Good cultural fit (ethics, integrity, customer service, business strategy, operating 
philosophy)

• Excellent service metrics

• Track record of success in meeting constituent needs:

Key Partner Attributes Required
CONFIDENTIAL

• Track record of success in meeting constituent needs:

• Strong customer satisfaction, and advanced wellness and medical management 
programs

• Excellent broker and account relationships

• Streamlined benefits administration

• Commitment to local community support and government relations

• Superior provider satisfaction, real-time processing and leading-edge provider 
efficiencies

• Commitment to strong local presence, with local workforce, competitive 
employee benefits and other employee opportunities
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• A demonstrated local market orientation and ability to understand and be 
responsive to Delaware-specific needs

• Positive BCBSA relationship, with the ability to favorably influence Association 
policy and proactively participate in national health care reform initiatives

• Strong regulatory compliance and reporting

• Ability to fill key BCBSD capabilities gaps:

Key Partner Attributes Required (cont’d)
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• Ability to fill key BCBSD capabilities gaps:

• State-of-the-art administrative infrastructure and technology, including web-based 
tools for employers, members, providers and brokers

• Exceptional health care cost management systems

• Broad and flexible product offerings for all segments, including programs to meet the 
needs of Delaware’s underserved populations (Medicaid and future potential 
initiatives for the uninsured)

• Provides the experience and human capital necessary to implement ongoing 
improvements

• Provides these improvements at a lower cost than BCBSD could do on its own
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Selecting Highmark

BCBSD selected Highmark as the company best qualified to meet the key partner 
attributes and needs of BCBSD stakeholders 

• The affiliation will allow BCBSD to continue to operate as a not-for-profit company, 
headquartered in Delaware

• With Highmark, BCBSD can achieve the capabilities improvements required for 
ongoing success while maintaining adequate and independent capital reserves

• The cost for required capabilities upgrades to BCBSD under Highmark is projected to be 
$35M, this is a substantial savings from the $90M to $140M BCBSD would otherwise need 
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$35M, this is a substantial savings from the $90M to $140M BCBSD would otherwise need 
to invest as a stand-alone company

• This relieves BCBSD from depleting plan reserves and helps secure the company’s ongoing 
viability

• The agreement requires that BCBSD reserves remain with the BCBSD company and cannot 
be used or drawn upon for use other than support of the BCBSD company

• The agreement requires Highmark to guarantee that BCBSD’s reserves meet statutory and 
BCBSA minimums, and Highmark must subsidize BCBSD reserves if needed

• In addition, the agreement includes a Line of Credit available to BCBSD from Highmark of up 
to $45M to help fund, if needed, these capital improvements

• These arrangements were crafted to assure BCBSD remains strong while protecting and 
enhancing the company’s value to our constituents
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Selecting Highmark (cont’d)

• Highmark is an experienced and successful partner and will provide leading edge 
technology and capabilities to BCBSD stakeholders:

• Highmark is the product of the successful merger between BCBS of Western Pennsylvania 
and Pennsylvania Blue Shield

• Mountain State (West Virginia) BCBS successfully affiliated with Highmark under an 
arrangement comparable to the proposed BCBSD affiliation 

• With its advanced technology and capabilities, Highmark has contracts with several other 
Blue organizations to handle various operations functions

• Highmark consistently scores very high on operational performance metrics and has 
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• Highmark consistently scores very high on operational performance metrics and has 
achieved exceptional satisfaction among members, employers, brokers and providers

• BCBSD can continue to focus on being a good corporate citizen in Delaware:

• During the five years preceding its affiliation with CareFirst, BCBSD’s annual community 
contributions averaged about $70,000; during the CareFirst affiliation annual community 
contributions increased to over $330,000 and are even higher now

• Highmark and its affiliates have a strong record of community giving: 

• In West Virginia the Mountain State BCBS plan was able to expand its community giving to $3M in 
2007-2009, driven by its improved financial strength as a Highmark affiliate

• Highmark’s community giving in Pennsylvania was $130M in 2009 

28



Selecting Highmark (cont’d)

• The Highmark affiliation was designed to preserve BCBSD as a Delaware-focused 
company, staffed and managed by Delawareans

• BCBSD will remain headquartered in Delaware with a Delaware President and Board of 
Directors; BCBSD will continue to be regulated by the Delaware Department of Insurance.

• Market-facing functions (Community Relations, Government Relations, Sales & Account 
Relations, Provider Relations & Contracting) will be staffed in Delaware and report directly to 
the Delaware President.

• Most back-room functions (Customer Service, Claims Processing, Enrollment and Billing) 
will be staffed and conducted in Delaware with local management reporting to Highmark 

CONFIDENTIAL

will be staffed and conducted in Delaware with local management reporting to Highmark 
senior operations leadership.

• The affiliation requires Highmark to apply commercially reasonable efforts to maintain 
staffing levels in Delaware proportionate to health care enrollment as is maintained in its 
other geographies, and requires Highmark to make good faith efforts to create new 
employment opportunities in Delaware:

• In West Virginia, Mountain State BCBS employment grew from 670 employees in 2000 to nearly 900 

following its affiliation with Highmark, driven by strong growth in enrollment and consolidation of 
certain core business functions in West Virginia

• In BCBSD’s own experience with CareFirst, growth as an affiliate of a larger plan allowed BCBSD to 
increase employment from 530 employees in 2000 to 675 by 2006; since the disaffiliation, 
employment has declined to 630 employees

29
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9/19/2011

Years 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

FTE Staffing 673 671 737 815 824 866 869 891 980 990 949 869
TPA Staffing ‐               ‐               ‐              62 70 71 121 236 360 322 316 295

Membership
U/W 126,494      141,407      148,872     158,210    164,725   173,110     171,064      176,243    170,223     183,092     182,349     175,977  
Non‐Risk 52,470        58,685        59,981       54,529      64,404     74,560       74,474        76,399      93,415       87,866       82,606       98,598    
National 42,391        35,075        32,794       30,003      25,175    
ITS/BlueCard 30,450        26,611        22,876       120,413    159,895   175,820     187,514      212,478    235,452     254,919     275,615     273,526  
Total 251,805      261,778      264,523     363,155    414,199   423,490     433,052      465,120    499,090     525,877     540,570     548,101  

Financial Reporting (in thousands)

MSR from Highmark ‐               ‐               ‐              1,216        2,510       3,217         7,313          7,308        14,459       19,161       21,016       27,393    

Highmark Charges 328              1,831          4,994         6,290        5,408       6,697         9,301          10,675      14,129       15,391       16,836       31,132    

BluePrint Project ‐               ‐               ‐              ‐             ‐            10,109       13,823        ‐             ‐              ‐              ‐              ‐           
BluePrint Project MA ‐               ‐               ‐              ‐             ‐            ‐              1,367          ‐             ‐              ‐              ‐              ‐           

Stat Net Income 3,666          6,341          9,595         12,337      31,273     25,774       24,385        21,181      41,802       49,623       5,344         30,553    

STAT Surplus Note 4,180          3,740          3,300         2,860        2,420       ‐              ‐               ‐             ‐              ‐              ‐              ‐           
Reserves 14,469        20,930        28,279       36,996      75,658     87,348       99,149        122,011    164,082     205,315     212,779     241,702  
Total Surplus 18,649        24,670        31,579       39,856      78,078     87,348       99,149        122,011    164,082     205,315     212,779     241,702  

RBC 276 258 284 312 562 529             562 583 795 1004 879 1013

Note:

Highmark WV
Staffing and Financial Metrics

In 2007‐08, the Antares contract expired resulting in some of the staff members being transferred to the Highmark FEP account in late 2007 with the remaining staff being 
transferred in 2008.  The initial training cost was assumed by Highmark WV which is why reimbursement from Highmark does not correspond to the TPA member count at 
12/31/2007.  

Highmark WV Financial Metrics (2).xlsm
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Draft
Confidential Pursuant to 18 Del. C. 321(g)

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware
Stand Alone Basis - Five Year Forecast (2011 Through 2015) - Current Version
August 3, 2011

Stand Alone Basis 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Member months 4,779                   4,752                 4,660                 4,537                 4,408                  4,272                  

     Premium revenue 498,655$            518,409$           540,293$           543,700$           540,373$           546,335$           
     Self funded fees 38,277                 36,840               36,360               36,170               36,034                35,347                
     Other  13,160                 15,905               15,942               15,942               15,942                15,942                
Total revenue 550,091               571,153             592,594             595,812             592,350              597,624              

     Cost of care 424,007               441,867             458,796             461,687             459,167              464,155              
     SG&A expenses 117,784               124,737             124,776             125,655             128,220              130,965              
     Capability enhancement expense ‐                            700                     2,327                 5,368                 12,880                31,625                
Total operating expenses 541,791               567,305             585,899             592,710             600,267              626,745              

Gain (loss) from operations 8,300                   3,848                 6,695                 3,102                 (7,918)                 (29,122)              

Investment income, net 11,635                 8,792                 8,048                 7,182                 6,406                  5,761                  
Income (loss) before income taxes 19,935                 12,640               14,744               10,284               (1,512)                 (23,360)              
Income taxes 4,084                   2,651                 2,949                 2,057                 (302)                    (4,672)                 
Net income (loss) 15,851$               9,989$                11,795$              8,227$                (1,210)$               (18,688)$            

(Amounts in Thousands)

Stand Alone Basis 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Cash & short‐term Investments 33,727$               23,977$              25,095$              25,395$              25,795$               27,395$              
Investments 231,243               236,982             205,917             187,509             161,535              150,685              
Uncollected premiums 11,351                 16,500               17,112               16,990               16,580                16,522                
Amounts receivable from uninsured plans 11,719                 12,059               12,662               13,295               13,960                14,658                
Property and equipment, net  4,785                   5,386                 4,561                 4,052                 3,310                  2,890                  
Other 13,893                 13,893               13,893               13,893               13,893                13,893                
Total admitted assets 306,718$            308,798$           279,241$           261,134$           235,073$            226,044$           

Unpaid claims & claim adjustment expense 37,914$               36,675$              38,080$              38,320$              38,111$               38,525$              
Accounts payable 44,931                 43,836               44,158               44,654               45,939                46,983                
Premiums received in advance 13,794                 10,313               10,695               10,619               10,363                10,327                
Other liabilities 38,948                 38,379               34,273               32,475               30,316                33,882                
Capital & surplus 171,131               179,596             152,034             135,066             110,344              96,328                
Total liabilities, capital & surplus 306,718$            308,798$           279,241$           261,134$           235,073$            226,044$           

Risk‐Based Capital % 1,056                   1,082                 886                     784                     646                      556                     

SAP Member Months 1,333,092           1,325,946         1,313,075         1,252,165         1,181,241         1,131,213          
SAP Member Months / 1000 1,333                   1,326                 1,313                 1,252                 1,181                  1,131                  

Capability enhancements
2011 capital expenditures 5,800$                ‐$                         ‐$                         ‐$                          ‐$                         5,800$            
Highmark supported capability enhancements ‐                          39,245               35,317               31,538                7,900                   114,000         
Total capability enhancements 5,800                 39,245               35,317               31,538                7,900                   119,800         
Routine capital expenditures 2,200                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                  2,000                   10,200           
Total capital expenditures 8,000$                41,245$              37,317$              33,538$               9,900$                 130,000$       
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